[NMR study of the structural transition in the DNA-bound water system in the interval of physiological temperatures].
Temperature dependence of spin-spin proton relaxation times of DNA and bound water and the content of bound water in the samples of DNA, saturated with water in the atmosphere with different relative humidities from 0 to 100% were studied by means of pulsed NMR. It is shown that the temperature transition in the system of DNA-bound water in the interval 18-35 degrees is observed only when the relative humidity is more than 70% and the double-stranded structure of DNA exists. The transition of DNA from one conformation into another passes through some intermediate state more labile and probably less ordered. This transition is accompanied by changes in the structure of the hydration shell. In the case when relative humidity is greater than 80%, the partial dehydration of DNA stimulated by the transition is observed. This dehydration increases with the increase of relative humidity.